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Testing DIY High Tech Gear with Grant from NASA

Spring Fishing Feeds York River Wild and Scenic Study
Catching fish in the York River over 10 weeks this spring, we caught 3,759 fish of 21 species. 

Among them were over 1,200 rainbow smelt, a species of greatest conservation need. We were 

happy to find fertilized smelt eggs attached to stones in the river.

 This was the first major study of fish using the York River since 2001 and the full results will 

be submitted to the York River Wild and Scenic Study Committee by this fall.

 We received a lot of help from the community during the course of this research and want 

to thank everyone for their support. We especially thank:

 • Mike Masi and his York High School marine biology honors students

 • AmeriCorps Moose 5 team

 • Kristin Underwood from U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service

 • Reserve interns Liam Dougherty, Blair Morrison, and Bri DeGone

 • York Land Trust

 • George and Janie Gendron

 • Jeffrey Rudman – Michelle Furbeck and Tyler Spillane

More Research Under 
Way This Summer
In addition to long-standing 

studies, the research staff and 

interns are working on these 

grant-funded projects this year:

New in 2017

Developing Cost Effective 

Monitoring for Rainbow Smelt 

Using eDNA

Habitat Mapping / Assessment 

and Sediment Elevation Tables

Effects of Sea Level Rise on New 

England Salt Marshes (workshop)

Continuing

Lobsters and Climate Change

Climate Change Vulnerability 

Assessment Tool for Coastal 

Habitats

A Fishery in Flux: Jonah Crab 

Survivorship and Behavior

Discover More

For further details about 

these studies, please visit 

wellsreserve.org/projects.

The RaspberryPi computer is tiny in size and 

price, making it popular with experimenters and 

researchers. This summer, scientists and students 

from the Wells Reserve and St. Joseph’s College 

are testing the minicomputer in estuaries. 

 Research director Jason Goldstein says the 

idea is to create inexpensive sensor systems 

that are easy to replicate, which will allow more 

data collection over a broader area. The project 

team is developing platforms for monitoring 

marine animal behavior, physiology, and 

movement, as well as water quality. The work is 

supported by Maine Space Grant, since it relates 

to NASA’s mission to describe the mechanisms 

of environmental change.

 Later this summer, the team will 

showcase the student-motivated, lab-built, 

field-tested products and share their data and 

interpretations (date to be announced).

St. Joseph’s College student Brooke Murch tests 
a temperature sensor that can be attached to a 
minicomputer as an inexpensive monitoring device.


